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REPRINTS
(UK) Victor Gollancz, Sep 00
(USA) Eastman Press, Sep 00
(leatherbound collector's edition)
(Deutschland) Goldman Nov 03
(USA) The Science Fiction Book Club
(as THE MONARCHS of SOL) Apr 03

Selected Reviews
"Wil McCarthy is a certified science fiction treasure, a real-life rocket scientist
with a gorgeous writing style and rapier wit to boot. A complex and layered
story in the grand tradition of science fiction's masters." -- Amazon.com
"Ingenious and witty... as if Terry Pratchett at his zaniest and Larry Niven at his best had
collaborated. Its consequences promise to be immense." -- Booklist
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"The future as McCarthy sees it is a wondrous place." -- Publishers Weekly
"Imagination is the only limit." -- The New York Times
"Stretches ingenuity and adaptabiliy to the limit." -- Stephen Cass, IEEE Spectrum
"McCarthy does a standout job with these books, cramming them full of action, humor, top-notch speculation and intriguing characters. Such
ambition and creative playfulness should serve him well when award lists are made up. A comprehensive portrait of humanity transformed by
advanced technology -- what more could any SF reader ask for?" -- Science Fiction Weekly
"Excellent. A universe dominated by programmable matter and practical immortality, teleportation, and other post-classical physics
technology. The story's a gripper, fast-paced and funny and quite touching." -- Cory Doctorow, Boingboing.net
"Strong world-building enhances the witty and satirical tone. A wildly inventive and entertaining soap opera, disguised as futuristic science
fiction, which forces us to question our ideas of human utopia. Four Stars." -- Romantic Times Magazine

"McCarthy has now joined the league of major writers like Asimov and Clarke." -- The Denver Post

